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I. FACULTY RANKS AND THE CRITERIA FOR PROMOTION
(Revised April 2, 2009 and September 1, 2016)

A. Faculty Ranks

1. Instructor (effective January 1, 2003)

Appointment to the tenure-track rank of instructor may be for one, two, or three years, renewable or not in accordance with the letter of contract. New members of the Faculty, beginning at the rank of instructor and without the doctorate who are awarded the doctor's degree during the academic year, are raised in rank at once to Assistant Professor. Further, if all the requirements for the degree are completed by March 1st, there is an automatic salary increment to the level specified in the contract letter, this sum being pro-rated during remaining pay-periods of the contract year.

2. Assistant Professor

Appointment or reappointment at the tenure-track rank of assistant professor generally shall be for three years and is renewable unless the letter of contract specifies otherwise. Promotion to this rank requires the following:
— Normally, the Ph.D or its equivalent.
— Demonstrated professional competence.
— Scholarly activity and professional alertness.

Procedures for reappointment as an Assistant Professor are described in Part III below.

3. Associate Professor

Those appointed initially to the rank of associate professor receive a three-year contract, renewable with or without tenure in keeping with the provisions for determining tenure. Two appointments at this rank may be regarded as conferring tenure unless the College indicates to the contrary. Appointment or promotion to this rank normally has these requirements:

— The Ph.D. or its equivalent.
— Outstanding performance as a teacher
— Mature scholarship recognized by the profession.
— Continuous and substantial service to the College.

Procedures for tenure reviews are described in Part IV below.

4. Professor (effective September 1, 2016)

Appointment to the rank of full professor from within the faculty of Union College automatically confers tenure if not already granted and is recognition of a sustained contribution to the
educational programs of the College and an established professional competence. Appointments to this rank from outside the Faculty shall be for three years, and a decision on tenure shall be made no later than the second year of this appointment. Any appointment from outside the faculty at the rank of associate or full professor that carries with it tenure shall require the participation ex-officio on the department search committee of a senior member of the Faculty Review Board. That member normally should be from the same division to which the new appointment shall be made. If, in the process of hiring for an advertised assistant OR associate and/or full professor, it becomes clear that a finalist may be appointed at a senior level, the department chair should contact the chair of the Faculty Review Board to coordinate the involvement of the Faculty Review Board.

To be eligible to stand for promotion review for the rank of Professor, a faculty member normally will have completed at least four years of service in the rank of Associate Professor, at Union or elsewhere, and be tenured to Union College (the promotion review could occur as early as the fifth year of service). Promotion normally takes effect at the start of the academic year following a successful review. In exceptional cases, an Associate Professor who is tenured to the College may recommend himself or herself for promotion to the rank of Professor with no minimum number of years of service as Associate Professor, under the following conditions: 1) The candidate addresses in the research, teaching, and service statements how achievements in each of these categories, since the commencement of the tenure review, fulfill the promotion criteria relative to the normal requirement of a minimum of four years in the rank of Associate Professor; 2) The Departmental Committee must similarly address fulfillment of the promotion standards relative to the normal requirement of a minimum of four years in the rank of Associate Professor.

Promotion or appointment to this rank normally requires these attainments:

— The Ph.D. or its equivalent.
— Excellence in teaching, including the full-range of the faculty member’s teaching activities since commencement of the tenure review, which may be evidenced by contributions to the curriculum, the use of creative or innovative pedagogy, student course evaluations, course materials, peer observations of classroom visits, involvement in student research, advising and mentorship, teaching outside the classroom, pedagogical grants, other forms of educational engagement with students, and/or demonstration of pedagogical expertise.
— Significant and sustained scholarly achievement since commencement of the tenure review, recognized by the profession and normally demonstrated in publications and exhibitions, service to the profession, receipt of grants or awards, or similar marks of distinguished scholarly accomplishment.
— Significant and sustained college and department/program service since the commencement of the tenure review.
Review procedures for full-professor promotion reviews, which include alternate standards for faculty members coming up for promotion following fifteen years in service as a tenured associate professor, are described in Section B below.

5. Non Tenure-Track Appointments (effective Nov. 15, 1991)

a. All appointments require authorization of the position by the Dean of the Faculty.

b. Visiting Faculty

Candidates who have the qualifications appropriate to the ranks as described in sections 1, 2, 3, and 4 of this section, but who are recommended for appointment to a temporary position without a tenure-track line, are designated as Visiting faculty. These appointments are normally for one, two, or three years. On occasion, a one- or two-year appointment may be made subsequent to the third year, but no individual may remain in a visiting position at the College for more than five years (teaching six courses a year) or after having taught a total of 30 courses as a full-time or part-time visitor. Review procedures for visiting faculty for whom an appointment is proposed beyond the third year are laid out in Part VI below.

Visiting faculty are eligible for faculty travel, faculty research funds, IEF grants, and participation in the governance system. The College allocates its funds for yearly raises, as well as special allocations, to all full-time faculty regardless of tenure-track or visiting status. Visiting faculty, however, do not participate in the triennial merit system.

c. Lecturers, including Artists and Writers in Residence and Laboratory Coordinators (effective April 2006)

Lecturers are faculty members whose principal responsibilities are instructional and curricular, and which involve departmental or college service. The lecturer category includes writers and artists in residence and laboratory coordinators whose primary responsibility is teaching. These appointments do not include scholarship responsibilities, but include curricular-related programmatic support activities for the department. In the case of writers and artists in residence, the teaching load is usually less than full-time, the service requirement is normally fulfilled through writing and artistic activity, and no additional service is expected. Lecturers normally should possess the same minimum qualifications as ranked faculty, but the title “lecturer” may also be granted to a person of high repute in a field of endeavor related to an academic discipline or to a person with significant professional experience relevant to the academic discipline. Appointment to the rank of Lecturer may be for one, two or three years, and may be renewable for terms not to exceed three years, subject to review and administrative approval. Lecturers are normally employed on a full-time contract basis, and shall have no expectation of an eventual tenure-track or tenured appointment.

Senior Lecturer
Promotion to the rank of Senior Lecturer requires demonstrated excellence in teaching, including co-curricular activities, and significant accomplishment in departmental and college service. The teaching and service criteria that are considered for promotion to the rank of Professor apply (see section II.I.A.4). A Lecturer must normally complete the equivalent of six years of full-time faculty appointments, not including adjunct and “overload” appointments, at Union College to be eligible for promotion, of which at least three years must be at the rank of lecturer (the promotion review can take place in the sixth year). In exceptional cases, a Lecturer may recommend himself or herself for promotion to the rank of Senior Lecturer with no minimum number of years of service, under the following conditions: 1) The candidate addresses in the teaching and service statement how achievements in each of these categories fulfill the promotion criteria relative to the normal requirement of a minimum of five years in the rank of Lecturer before standing for promotion review; 2) The Department report must similarly address fulfillment of the promotion standards relative to the normal requirement of a minimum of five years in the rank of Lecturer before standing for promotion review.

Review procedures for appointment renewal for Lecturers and Senior Lecturers are laid out in Part VI below. Procedures for promotion to Senior Lecturer are laid out in section C below.

Lecturers are eligible for faculty travel, IEF grants, Humanities Faculty Development Grants, Faculty Research Fund grants, and participation in the governance system.

The total number of lecturer positions at the College will not exceed ten percent of the faculty, as reported to the Integrated Post-Secondary Data System (IPEDS).

d. Adjunct Faculty

For those individuals hired on a per course basis the term Adjunct is used. Appointments may be as Adjunct Instructor, Adjunct Assistant Professor, Adjunct Associate Professor, or Adjunct Professor, depending on qualifications.

B. Procedures for Promotion to Professor
(effective September 1, 2016)

Nominations for promotion to professor, which consist of brief statements of interest or support in standing for promotion, shall originate with the Dean of the Faculty, the Dean of Academic Departments and Programs, the Chair of the Faculty Review Board, the Chair of the Department, or the faculty member himself or herself. The FRB itself may determine through its triennial review that consideration for promotion is appropriate.

The Dean of the Faculty and the Chair of the FRB shall meet annually to ensure that relevant department chairs and program directors are accurately informed of which faculty members in
the department are associate professors with at least four years of service and which associate professors are eligible for promotion review according to the fifteen-years-from-tenure promotion process.
Eligibility for promotion will be determined by the record of achievement as a tenured Associate Professor, at Union or elsewhere, including achievement subsequent to the commencement of the tenure review. Eligibility criteria are outlined in section II.I.A.4 above, defining the rank of Professor. In reviewing a recommendation for promotion, the College primarily considers evidence since the commencement of the tenure review in accordance with the criteria for promotion: excellence in teaching, significant and sustained scholarly achievement, and significant and sustained service, as described in the definition of the rank of Professor above (section II.I.A.4). Beyond the years of service that normally establish eligibility to stand for promotion, time-in-rank itself confers neither an advantage nor a disadvantage in meeting the criteria for promotion.

If the department chair of a nominee for promotion is not a full professor, the chair shall convene a meeting of all full professors of the department, at which the chair provides information about the promotion process and then turns the process over to the full professors, excusing him or herself from the remainder of the process. The full professors will then determine who will serve as chair of the promotion committee. The department chair or the full professors may call upon the Dean of Academic Departments & Programs for assistance with the selection of a promotion committee chair if necessary. The promotion committee chair will then serve in any capacity designated for the department chair throughout this review process. This process also applies in an instance of the department chair being the nominee for promotion as an associate professor.

If a candidate has been nominated for consideration and wishes to proceed, he/she should provide the Department Chair with a portfolio containing the following information:

— A current curriculum vitae.
— All published material or the disciplinary equivalent.
— Other scholarly work the candidate wishes to provide such as unpublished papers and grant applications.

— Copies of the triennial reviews since the tenure review plus Faculty Activity Sheets following the last triennial review.

— Other teaching materials the candidate wishes to provide.
— Any materials in support of service activities.
— Research, teaching, and service statements.

After reviewing the portfolio, the Chair and the (full) professors of the faculty member's department will send the portfolio and an accompanying recommendation to the FRB as to whether or not it should consider the candidate for promotion at this time. The FRB will then choose among the following procedures:
1. Following the review of the recommendation and the portfolio, the FRB may choose not to recommend the candidate to the Vice President for Academic Affairs/Dean of the Faculty for promotion at this time.

2. If, following the review of the departmental recommendation and the portfolio, the FRB concludes that the process of promotion should proceed, the FRB will follow the procedures outlined in a or b:

   a. If the candidate has been in the rank of Associate Professor for less than fifteen years, the FRB will ask the Department Chair and the other (full) Professors in the Department to constitute a committee of at least two members (if no other full Professors are available they may be selected from the same Division as the candidate). The committee will solicit at least three external reviewers, one of which will be chosen from a list of three potential reviewers presented by the faculty member.

      The candidate will submit to the Departmental Committee a curriculum vitae accompanied by any published materials or other work that the candidate wishes to submit to the external reviewers.

      Upon receipt of the reports of the external reviewers, the departmental committee will write a short summary on the candidate's scholarship to submit along with the reviewers' letters to the FRB. Before the report is submitted to the FRB, the faculty member will be informed of potential criticisms and be given adequate time to respond.

      After consideration of the departmental report and the letters of the reviewers, the FRB will or will not recommend promotion to the Vice President for Academic Affairs/Dean of the Faculty.

   b. If the candidate has been in the rank of Associate Professor for at least fifteen years, the FRB may consider the candidate for promotion, at his or her request, on the basis of exemplary teaching and service. The normal teaching and service criteria for promotion to the rank of Professor apply (see section II.I.A.4,) with the addition of articulation in both the candidate's statement and the department committee recommendation of the impact of the teaching and service records that establish these as "exemplary." Scholarly work need not be included in the portfolio of materials; however, service to the profession may be included in the service record. The FRB will assess the portfolios of candidates in this group and recommend for or against promotion on this basis to the Vice President for Academic Affairs/Dean of the Faculty.

      In cases of a negative recommendation or a decision by the FRB not to proceed with the process, the FRB will write a letter with an explanation of the decision. The Dean of the Faculty or his or her designee will meet with and discuss the letter with the candidate.
In the case of a decision by the FRB to recommend promotion that is not accepted by the Dean of the Faculty, the Dean of the Faculty will write a letter of explanation and meet to discuss the decision with the candidate.

All recommendations for promotion are transmitted to the President of the College and, if approved, subsequently are transmitted to the Board of Trustees for approval.

C. Procedures for Promotion to Senior Lecturer  
(effective September 1, 2016)

Nominations for promotion to senior lecturer shall originate with the Dean of the Faculty, the Dean of Academic Departments and Programs, the Chair of the Faculty Review Board, the Chair of the Department, or the faculty member himself or herself. The FRB itself may determine through its triennial review that consideration for promotion is appropriate.

The Dean of the Faculty and the Chair of the FRB shall meet annually to ensure that relevant department chairs and program directors are accurately informed of which lecturers are eligible for promotion review.

In reviewing a recommendation for promotion to senior lecturer, the College considers primarily teaching ability and service to the faculty member’s department and to the College, including any co-curricular duties specified in the candidate’s appointment letter, in accordance with the criteria for promotion: demonstrated teaching excellence and commitment to departmental and college service, as described in the definition of the rank of Senior Lecturer above (Section II.I.A.5c). If a candidate has been nominated for consideration and wishes to proceed, he or she should provide the Department Chair with a portfolio containing the following information:

— A current curriculum vitae
— Copies of any triennial reviews
— A teaching and service statement
— Any relevant materials to support teaching the candidate wishes to provide
— Any materials in support of service activities, including co-curricular activities

After reviewing the portfolio, the Chair and the tenure-track professors of the faculty member’s department will send the portfolio and an accompanying recommendation to the FRB as to whether or not it should consider the candidate for promotion at this time. The FRB will then determine whether or not to recommend to the Dean of the Faculty that the candidate be promoted at this time. If the FRB chooses not to recommend the candidate to the Dean of the Faculty for promotion at this time, then the FRB will write a letter to the Dean of the Faculty with an explanation of the decision. The Dean of the Faculty or his or her designee will meet with the candidate to discuss the letter.
In the case of a decision by the FRB to recommend promotion that is not accepted by the Dean of the Faculty, the Dean of the Faculty will write a letter of explanation and meet to discuss the decision with the candidate.

All recommendations for promotion are transmitted to the President of the College and, if approved, subsequently are transmitted to the Board of Trustees for approval.
II. APPOINTMENTS OF TENURE-TRACK FACULTY MEMBERS

A. New Appointments to the Faculty

Appointments to the Faculty of Union College are for one, two, or three years at a rank and salary appropriate to the academic background and teaching experiences of the appointee and in keeping with the criteria described under each rank. The letter of contract from the Office of the Dean of the Faculty indicates whether the appointment is terminal or open to continuation if mutually agreeable. Any special conditions pertaining to the appointment are mentioned in the letter of contract, subject to review and approval by the Board of Trustees. The new faculty member is expected to sign the letter of acceptance and provide a vita for the College files.

B. Shared Tenure-Track Positions

These guidelines describe the conditions under which faculty members can share tenure-track positions. They give individuals and departments flexibility to combine tenure-track positions while also giving the college the ability to use tenure-track positions to greatest advantage.

Two tenure-track faculty members in the same department can share one tenure-track position with the approval of the department chair, three-quarters of the tenured members of the department, and the dean of the faculty. The department chair must provide an explanation indicating how the proposed position sharing is beneficial to the department and the college. Approval by the dean of the faculty is contingent on his or her assessment that the benefits of a shared position outweigh any costs.

Shared positions are not contingent on the relevant faculty members being related to each other by marriage or any other personal relationship.

Shared-position appointments will be made in accordance with the provisions listed below.

Conditions of appointment:

• Usual practices for hiring into tenure-track appointments apply: a recommendation for a new tenure-track appointment must be sought from the Academic Affairs Council; a national search must be conducted or the usual criteria for hiring without a new national search must apply, including the consent of the Chief Diversity Officer. The College expects that searches will be for full-time positions, which could be shared, rather than for half of a position that is already half-filled.

• The two faculty members who share a tenure-track position agree that they do not have a claim on a second tenure-track position. Either could apply for an open tenure-track position following usual application procedures and would be given consideration in the same manner as other applicants.

• Outside work is subject to the approval requirements in the Faculty Manual. The dean of the faculty will consider half-time status in approving outside work.
• The two people sharing a position agree to resign their appointments at the same time, upon retirement or departure, or to assume full-time employment if the other person resigns or departs for any reason, including a denial of reappointment or a denial of tenure.
• The College reserves the right to require, with 12 months notice, that half-time tenure-track faculty members convert to full-time appointments.

Expectations related to position description:
• The two people sharing a position will provide the equivalent of one person’s service contributions to the college and the department, including service on committees that meet year-round and on ad-hoc committees.
• Each person’s regular teaching load in each year must be half-time (not including overloads) with the exception that applies to all faculty, namely that one course can be “owed” or “banked” for one year. Beyond that exception, the position cannot be split in fractions other than half and half.
• Combined teaching responsibilities must be distributed throughout the year as they would be for a full-time faculty member. Normally, this will mean that at least one of the two faculty members is teaching during each term, except in sabbatical years. If the department chair agrees to a distribution of combined course assignments that do not include any courses in a particular term, at least one of the faculty members must still be in residence for most of the term, to provide student advising and to participate in college and department activities. Other arrangements may be possible on occasion and would require the approval of the department chair and the dean of the faculty.
• The two faculty members sharing a position will share a normal advising load.
• Half-time faculty members are not automatically qualified to vote as members of the General Faculty. Faculty members considering sharing a position should apply to the Chair of the Faculty Executive Committee for determination of voting status.

Reviews:
• An untenured faculty member on a half-time appointment will have the same review, reappointment, tenure, and promotion schedule as full-time faculty. Normally, the reappointment review will take place in the spring of the third year, and the tenure-review no later than the end of the sixth year of service, whether that service is full-time or half-time.
• Each faculty member in a shared-position is evaluated separately and independently for reappointment, tenure, and promotion and must individually meet the College-wide standards for teaching, scholarship, and service that are articulated in the Faculty Manual.
• Tenured faculty with half-time appointments will continue to receive merit reviews on their regular triennial schedule. As with reappointment and tenure reviews, there is an understanding that numbers of courses taught and amount of service will be half. Award amounts will be half the usual award amounts.

Salary and benefits:
• Faculty members with half-time appointments receive salary increments on the same basis as full-time faculty, appropriately prorated.
• Any teaching undertaken by either of the people sharing a position beyond a joint full-time load will be compensated at the additional course, or “overload” rate. Please note that retirement benefit contributions are not provided on overload courses.

• Each person will receive half-time benefits, as would be the case for any half-time employees. Benefits are reported in the Faculty Manual. Please note that:
  o the 1000-hour requirement for receiving retirement benefits stated in the current Faculty Manual corresponds to half-time faculty employment.
  o the eligibility criteria for the tuition benefit, as stated in the Faculty Manual and implemented by the Human Resources office, are not modified for half-time appointments
  o benefits for all employees, including those on half-time appointments, are subject to change

Sabbatical leaves:
• A tenured faculty member on a half-time appointment will be eligible for a mini-sabbatical (2 courses off at full pay) after teaching 18 courses as part of his or her regular appointment (overloads do not contribute to sabbatical eligibility) and will be eligible for a full sabbatical (3 courses off at full pay) after teaching 36 courses as part of his or her regular appointment.
• A tenure-track junior faculty member in a shared position can apply for a half-year sabbatical with full pay or a full-year sabbatical at half pay. This sabbatical does not affect the first sabbatical as a tenured faculty member, which occurs on the schedule described above.

“Half-year sabbatical” means a release from half of the teaching duties associated with a half-time position, and “full-year sabbatical” means a release from all of the teaching duties associated with a half-time position. “Full pay” means the salary associated with a half-time position, and “half pay” means half of that amount.

Other:
• Two people sharing one position will share one office and the equivalent of one laboratory.
• Start-up funds for a faculty member newly hired into a shared tenure-track position will be half of customary amounts.
• Travel awards for each half-time individual will be limited to half of the customary amount for a full-time individual.
• Tenured faculty members in shared positions are eligible to hold endowed professorships, with salary and research awards at half the customary level.
• Conditions of appointment are subject to change, as is the case for all faculty members, with changes in the Faculty Manual, as well as with changes in this policy.
C. First-Year Review of Faculty

All faculty (visiting, lecturers and tenure-track) must be provided with a written developmental first-year review. The review should be performed by the department chair and completed by the start of classes in the fall, but must be completed no later than September 30th, of the second year. The Dean of Academic Departments and Programs will meet with the faculty member to discuss the review and outline steps for continued development in teaching, scholarship and college service.

Guidelines:

1. The review should include an evaluation of progress relative to college-wide standards in teaching, scholarship and college service.

2. The teaching review should contain a discussion of:
   a. student course evaluations
   b. level of challenge in courses
   c. course materials (such as syllabi, tests, and handouts that may be provided by the candidate)
   d. peer observations of teaching

3. The scholarship review should discuss the level of scholarly activity and the faculty member’s progress in developing a research program at Union. Mention of articles, books, grant applications, shows, performances, conference papers, etc., are all relevant.

4. The review should make appropriate suggestions for further development in teaching, scholarship and departmental/college service.

The purpose of this review is developmental. The Faculty Review Board will not see this review nor will it be made available as part of the record for the reappointment review or tenure review. Every effort should be made to give clear and constructive advice to the faculty member. (Suggestions could include writing grants, submission of articles to higher quality journals, videotaping lectures, team teaching, observation of senior faculty, attendance at professional meetings, etc.)

The review should be given to the faculty member and a developmental interview scheduled with the chair before the report is sent to the Dean of Academic Departments and Programs.

D. Reappointments Prior to Tenure Review

No tenure-track faculty member may be reappointed to a contract that would carry through the year of tenure review without first being evaluated in a formal reappointment review. Normally, tenure-track faculty members will undergo the required reappointment review during the academic year that falls three years before the year in which a tenure review would occur. (Normally such a review
takes place in the spring term.) Tenure-track faculty members with the rank of Instructor (who have not completed the Ph.D. or other terminal degree) may not stand for reappointment review unless the Dean of the Faculty has been notified that all requirements for the terminal degree have been completed. This notification must be received from the appropriate official of the degree-granting university four months before the review begins (December 1, for a spring term review). In the event that the degree requirement is not satisfied, the faculty member in question will be entitled to an additional one-year terminal contract. For tenure-track faculty members with the rank of Assistant Professor, the Dean of the Faculty acts on recommendations of Department Chairs for initiation of reappointment reviews. If it is decided that there is to be no reappointment review and that a faculty member will receive no reappointment after expiration of a contract, the faculty member shall receive such notification no later than 12 months before expiration of the contract. If such notification occurs less than 12 months before expiration of said contract, the faculty member in question will be entitled to an additional one-year terminal contract.

The reappointment review should be a serious and carefully considered review of the candidate's performance to date and a judgment on the potential for successful tenure review in a further three years. To this end, the evaluation should be carried out as thoroughly and uniformly as possible, and the recommendation in its entirety forwarded to the Faculty Review Board for its consideration. The candidate will be judged by appropriate then-current College-wide standards in teaching, scholarly activity, and College service.

The Department Committee should be made up of at least three tenured members of that department; if that number is less than three, the difference should be made up with tenured members of other departments chosen by the Department Chair in consultation with the Dean of the Faculty. The candidate must be informed about the inclusion and identity of non-departmental members.

The Department Committee report will be accompanied by a cover letter signed by all tenured department members except in cases where membership on the Faculty Review Board precludes participation in the departmental process; each department member who signs should indicate concurrence or non-concurrence with the recommendation of the report; letters of dissent from the recommendation may be attached to the final report. All letters and supporting documents should be attached to the final report which is submitted to the FRB.

The candidate should submit to the Department Committee all relevant written material including, but not limited to the following:
— Complete and current vita.
— Statement of teaching and research objectives.
— Materials on all courses taught.
— All published materials, and whatever unpublished work the candidate wishes. This may include artistic work, equipment construction, library projects, or other work appropriate to the candidate's field.
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Section II – Faculty Appointments, Tenure, Promotion, Leaves

A campus-wide announcement should solicit statements from faculty, administrators, and students who have worked with the candidate in the following areas:

— Teaching
— Activity
— College Service

In evaluating teaching, the following steps are to be taken: 1) student end-of-term questionnaires and any summaries of numerical data should be examined carefully by the Department Committee before conducting interviews; 2) all faculty members of the candidate's department should be interviewed by the Department Committee; and 3) a representative sample of approximately twenty students should provide written and oral or just written testimony to the Department Committee. To receive oral testimony, a student interview should be arranged at which at least two members of the Department Committee are present. As far as possible, a uniform interview procedure should be used. The final report should provide a summary of the characteristics of responding students by graduating year, major, grade received in the course, sex, and class size. The committee should also indicate the percentage of those responding from the number originally selected by the random sampling procedure. The section on teaching also should include a discussion of how the candidate’s area of specialization and ability to teach necessary courses meets the department’s curricular needs. Information for this discussion should be gleaned from interviews with members of the candidate’s department.

A section on scholarly activity should include a statement of the candidate's area of research and how it fits with the needs of the department, now and for the future. Each member of the Department Committee should evaluate all available research material together with other evidence of ongoing scholarly activity and members of the candidate’s department should be interviewed. In unusual circumstances, the committee may decide that it cannot evaluate the scholarly activity of the candidate. With approval of the Faculty Review Board, the committee should then consult with the candidate concerning the choice of outside reviewers. Normally, at least two reviewers should be chosen, one of whom is not known personally by the candidate.

Starting with information supplied by the candidate, the Department Committee shall seek assessment of the quality of the candidate's contribution to College service in the areas of committee work, student academic advising, participation in departmental activities, seminars, freshman orientation, and so on.

The candidate must be interviewed by the Department Committee.

A file shall be kept of all materials received or generated or utilized by the Department Committee in its deliberations. Prior to the submission of the Committee's report to the FRB, a list of all the materials in this file must be submitted to the Chair of the FRB, who shall review this list to ascertain whether the file is complete. Upon submission of the report to the FRB, all materials in the file will also be sent to the FRB. (Only senior members of the FRB, the relevant academic deans, the Chief Diversity Officer, and one junior member of the FRB who has passed the reappointment
At this time, the list of these materials will be given to the candidate together with the procedures used by the Department Committee in obtaining the information submitted to the FRB. Confidential documents in the file shall be identified only as to their nature (e.g., "cover letter providing vote of department"). If the Department Committee seeks any additional materials or information at the behest of the FRB or the Dean of the Faculty, or if such materials are sought or received by the FRB or by the Dean of the Faculty after the submission to the FRB of the Departmental Committee report, the information shall be shared with both the FRB and the Dean so that the final determination made by the FRB and the Dean shall be based on the same body of information. Before the FRB and the Dean of the Faculty reach their final determination in the case, such materials shall be added to the file provided by the Departmental committee, the candidate shall be given the revised list of materials in his or her file, and the candidate shall be given an appropriate opportunity to respond to any additional perceived deficiencies other than those presented to the candidate by the Departmental committee. The candidate shall also be given a copy of the final report of the Department Committee (without the confidential material) at least one week before it is submitted to the FRB. All important perceived deficiencies in the candidate's record (if any) which are mentioned in the confidential portions of the materials submitted to the FRB shall be summarized in that part of the report given to the candidate. (Summary material must be prepared in such a way so as to protect the confidentiality of sources.)

The candidate has the option to attach written comments to the final report that will be forwarded to the FRB, including comments on the procedures used by the Department Committee. The copy given to the candidate should not include any confidential material, including the cover letter, any statements of dissent from the recommendation, and any attachments or appendices containing confidential materials.

The final report submitted to the FRB must include a discussion of the information indicated above, the recommendation for reappointment or for a terminal contract, and the following information as appendices: 1) the candidate's complete and current curriculum vitae; 2) the candidate's statement of teaching and research objectives; 3) a summary of both the qualitative and quantitative sections of the end-of-course evaluations; 4) a separate appendix including letters solicited from students; and 5) other letters submitted to the Committee.

The FRB and the Dean of the Faculty shall judge a candidate by the appropriate then-current College standards regarding teaching, scholarly activity, and college service. Their review shall consist of an evaluation of the candidate's Department Committee report and attachments. The FRB and the Dean of the Faculty also have the authority to request any other information it deems relevant, using procedures for obtaining information consistent with those required of the Department Committee. If the FRB and the Dean of the Faculty make a positive determination concerning a candidate’s reappointment, the Dean of the Faculty shall convey the positive recommendations to the President and the FRB shall convey its findings in writing to the candidate.
If the FRB and the Dean of the Faculty make a negative determination concerning a candidate’s reappointment, the FRB’s negative determination and the reasons for it shall be conveyed in writing by the Chair of the FRB to the Dean of the Faculty. The Dean shall then meet with the candidate to convey the FRB’s written statement of its determination (and the reasons for it) and to inform the candidate of the opportunities for reconsideration and appeal.

If the FRB makes a negative determination concerning a candidate’s reappointment and the Dean does not concur with the determination, the Dean shall refrain from communicating his or her determination to the President until any process of reconsideration and/or appeal has been completed or until the time for requesting either has passed. The FRB’s negative determination and the reasons for it shall be conveyed in writing by the Chair of the FRB to the Dean of the Faculty. The Dean shall then meet with the candidate to convey the FRB’s written statement of its determination (and the reasons for it) and to inform the candidate of the opportunities for reconsideration and appeal.

In the event of a positive determination by the FRB followed by a negative determination by the Dean of the Faculty, the Dean shall meet with the candidate to convey the Dean’s statement, written in consultation with the FRB, of his or her determination (and the reasons for it) and to inform the candidate of the opportunities for reconsideration and appeal.

In all cases the President shall make a decision on whether the candidate should be granted or denied reappointment. In the case of a negative determination by the FRB and/or by the Dean of the Faculty, the President shall make no negative decision until any process of reconsideration and/or appeal has been completed or until the time for requesting either has passed. The Faculty Appeals Committee shall send its conclusions and reasoning to the President, who shall then make the final decision.

In all cases in which the President approves a reappointment, that reappointment shall be reported to the Board of Trustees.

If the FRB and/or the Dean of the Faculty makes a negative determination on the candidate, and if the candidate in timely fashion decides to seek reconsideration by the FRB, and/or if the candidate in timely fashion files an appeal with the Faculty Appeals Committee, or if for any other reason the President does not make a decision on the case before the expiration of the existing contract, then the Dean of the Faculty at a time subsequent to the negative determination by the FRB, but before the expiration of the candidate's contract, will give notice of termination to the candidate, and will offer the candidate a terminal one-year contract, except in that case in which the appointment carries through the following year, in which case the final year of the existing contract becomes a terminal one-year appointment. This notice will constitute legal notice of termination, but will not prejudice any reconsideration of the case by the FRB, any consideration of the case by the FAC, or any further consideration of the case pursuant to a recommendation to the President by the FAC, or any final decision in the case by the President.
Should the President, subsequent to such notice, make a positive decision on the case, the candidate will be offered a new contract superseding the terminal contract offered by the Dean of the Faculty.
III. PROCEDURE FOR A DECISION ON TENURE

Recommendations for a tenure review originate with the departmental head, who shall have consulted with tenured members of the department, and are forwarded to the Dean of the Faculty in writing along with a resume of the faculty member's background and achievement. These recommendations shall reach the President by May 1 of the year preceding a final decision, so that a review may occur and a recommendation, if appropriate, be transmitted to the Academic Affairs Committee of the Board for action at a meeting of the Board of Trustees sometime before the expiration of a candidate's contract.

No such evaluation will be completed later than the end of a faculty member's sixth year of full-time service in a tenure-track position unless any earlier date for completion of the evaluation a) is required by any specific condition of a faculty member's initial appointment or b) has been requested by a faculty member, recommended by his or her Department or the Dean of the Faculty, and approved by the Faculty Review Board and the President.

However, a faculty member is entitled to stop the tenure clock, with or without taking a full or partial leave of absence, if the faculty member has substantial responsibility for the care of a new-born or newly adopted child. Consideration for tenure may be delayed for up to one year per birth or adoption, but may not exceed two one-year extensions of the probationary period. Such arrangements must be made within one year of the birth or adoption for each child, in consultation with the Dean of the Faculty, and will be confirmed in writing by the Dean of the Faculty to the faculty member and the department chair. A request to stop the tenure clock cannot be made during the two terms preceding the term of the tenure review. A faculty member grant such a delay shall not be subject to additional professional development or service requirements above and beyond those normally required in order to qualify for retention or tenure.

“Tenure” is the employment contract between the College and a faculty member which includes both a faculty member’s rights and responsibilities. Fundamental faculty rights incident to tenure include the right to academic freedom and the right to continuation of employment with certain exceptions (see FM II, section XII, A). Tenure will not normally be conferred unless the individual holds the doctorate or appropriate terminal degree. Attainment of tenure can only occur through specific notification from the President and may not result from inaction or inadvertences.

A. Procedure for Initiating a Tenure Review

Every department should have a significant role in the tenure decision early in the process. While it is inappropriate for a department to duplicate all of the activities of the ad hoc committee, there are certain aspects of each case for which the department should possess especially pertinent information. Since the Faculty Review Board is interested in having such data available to the ad hoc committee at the outset of the investigation, we suggest the following procedure:

1. The tenured members of the candidate's department should act as a preliminary screening committee.
2. This committee should gather the following information concerning the candidate: written term-end course evaluations (or summaries), copies of publications and any other scholarly work, all performance evaluation letters, and any other information it deems relevant.

3. The written course evaluations should be examined carefully and compared with appropriate departmental norms. The review is to be based on no more than six terms of teaching. (Revision of April 26, 1993.)

4. The scholarly work should be reviewed; it may be helpful, in this regard, to obtain from the candidate a statement guiding the departmental readers to what the candidate feels are the important problems and solutions or achievements of this work.

5. A careful discussion of the candidate's role in the future plans of the department should be undertaken. Special consideration should be made of how the candidate's expertise fits the curricular needs of the department, of how the candidate's scholarly pursuits nourish the intellectual life of the departmental program, and of any other aspect of the candidate's collegiality the committee deems professionally important.

6. After reviewing the evidence available to it, the committee should formulate a written recommendation, with respect to the formation of an ad hoc tenure committee, to the Dean of the Faculty. This recommendation should include summaries of the committee's findings and deliberations for items (3) and (5) above. It may also include, if the committee so desires, a qualitative assessment of the candidate's scholarly work. If the decision is not to recommend formation of an ad hoc tenure committee for the candidate, the specific reasons for the decision must be submitted in writing along with the recommendation.

7. A copy of the written recommendation should be given to the candidate at least one week prior to its submission to the Dean of the Faculty.

B. The Ad Hoc Committee

If a candidate has been recommended for consideration for tenure by the Department and consideration approved by the Dean of the Faculty, the Faculty Review Board, and the President, the Dean of the Faculty will appoint an ad hoc committee in consultation with the chair of the Faculty Review Board and the Dean of Academic Departments and Programs, to examine the record of such candidate for tenure and to report its findings, with a recommendation for or against, to the Faculty Review Board. When necessity dictates, considerations such as the staffing needs of a faculty member's department and the financial implications of a positive recommendation on tenure may be taken into account by the Dean of the Faculty and the Faculty Review Board before a recommendation is made to the President that a tenure review is to take place.
1. Constitution of the Ad Hoc Committee

The ad hoc committee will normally consist of one member of the candidate's Department, one member of the Division but not the Department, one member of the Center from the other division, and one member from the other Center. The candidate may strike from the list of eligible faculty members the names of faculty that he or she would prefer not to have serve on his or her committee, but normally no more than one-third of the names in any category may be struck. At least three names must remain in every category. In circumstances in which the candidate considers it important to depart from these rules and wishes to strike more names than are allowed, or in the case of departments in which the list contains three or fewer names and the candidate wishes to strike names, a conference must be held with the Dean of the Faculty and the Chair or other senior members of the Faculty Review Board to determine the final composition of the list of faculty eligible to serve on the ad hoc committee. In no instance may all the names in any category be eliminated. If it appears desirable to the Chairman of the ad hoc committee and approved by the Dean of the Faculty, an outside professional shall also be included as a member of the ad hoc committee.

2. Procedures of the Ad Hoc Committee

A file shall be kept of all materials received or generated or utilized by the ad hoc committee in its deliberations. Prior to the submission of the Committee's report to the FRB, a list of all the materials in this file must be submitted to the Chair of the FRB, who shall review this list to ascertain whether the file is complete. Upon submission of the report to the FRB, all the materials in the file will also be sent to the FRB. At this time, the list of these materials will be given to the candidate together with the procedures used by the ad hoc committee in obtaining the information submitted to the FRB. Confidential documents in the file shall be identified only as to their nature (e.g., "letter from referee"). The candidate will be given three days to respond in writing to the procedures used by the ad hoc committee.

The ad hoc committee shall give to the candidate in advance of its second meeting with him or her a written list of questions regarding any important perceived deficiencies in the candidate's record which have been found in the course of the ad hoc committee's review. The candidate will be given the opportunity to respond in writing to these questions before the second interview, or orally at the interview itself.

If, after the submission to the FRB of the ad hoc report, additional information is sought by the ad hoc committee at the request of the FRB or of the Dean of the Faculty, such materials shall be added to the file provided by the ad hoc committee: the candidate shall be given the revised list of materials in his or her file, and the candidate will be given an appropriate opportunity to respond to any additional perceived deficiencies other than those originally presented to the candidate by the ad hoc committee.
The chair of the ad hoc committee is responsible for preparing a report on the candidate and presenting a favorable or unfavorable recommendation to the Faculty Review Board (FRB). (Only senior members of the FRB, the relevant Deans and the Chief Diversity Officer are eligible to participate in deliberations concerning determination of tenure.) This written report is duplicated and submitted to senior members of the Faculty Review Board, to the Deans, to the Chief Diversity Officer, and to the President several days before the Faculty Review Board first meets to consider the candidacy. At that meeting, the ad hoc committee will appear for about one hour to answer questions, if any, about the written report and the recommendation of the ad hoc committee. Every effort should be made to explain any ambiguities in the report that might influence a determination on the candidate's tenure. The President may choose to participate in this meeting but not in meetings in which a determination is made.

3. Revised Charge to Ad Hoc Tenure Committees (revised spring 1991)

In your deliberations, there are no rigid formulae to govern your recommendations on tenure, but there are general guiding standards. The quality of the candidate's teaching, scholarship, and service to the College (as outlined below) are major considerations, of which the first two are of paramount importance. The candidate should be judged by the prevailing College-wide standards. Accordingly, the candidate's qualifications in teaching and scholarship should normally be excellent in one of the categories and very good in the other. The candidate is expected to have been actively involved in areas of college service.

Keep in mind that tenure is not a right which normally accrues to those who have avoided serious problems during their time at the College; it involves a major financial investment and a long-term academic commitment, and should, therefore, be granted only when both achievement and promise are demonstrable.

An ad hoc committee of the Faculty Review Board is expected to investigate, evaluate, and report; it is not to act as the candidate's advocate. The report to the Faculty Review Board should reflect the proceedings; it should not be written retrogressively from the final recommendation to the evidence (in fact all but the conclusion should be written before taking a final vote as to the Committee's recommendation). The report should state both the strengths and the weaknesses of the candidate.

The principal concerns in these deliberations should be the following:
— The candidate's competence, effectiveness, and dedication as a teacher.
— The candidate's quality of mind as indicated by scholarly performance and the candidate's promise of continued professional involvement, commitment, and achievement.
— The quality of the candidate's contributions to the College in areas of service, leadership, and initiative.

The following procedures are recommended:

a. Evaluation of Teaching
1) Colleagues who have visited the candidate's classes or team taught with the candidate should be interviewed. Librarians' instructional functions include the selection, organization, and dissemination of information in whatever form. Interviews should be sought with library colleagues, teaching faculty, and other library users. Course materials such as syllabi and examinations should be reviewed.

2) Written materials describing innovative and/or especially effective approaches to teaching may be submitted by the candidate for evaluation.

3) A notice should be placed in the campus newspaper, the Chronicle, and alumni publications stating that an ad hoc tenure committee has been convened and that it invites student, alumni and faculty response.

4) From class lists obtained from the Registrar and, where appropriate, from lab rosters obtained from the candidate's department, the committee should select in a random selection process (see Appendix I) a group of students. The candidate should not supply the selection list. The committee should then solicit letters from the students selected and interview the students individually, either in full session or through members delegated for that purpose, using a uniform interview procedure. The opinions of recent alumni should also be sought. Their names should be chosen as they arise in a random selection process. Appendices II and III contain a suggested form for a letter to be sent to students and alumni inviting them to offer their evaluation and providing some guidance in writing a letter that would be helpful to the committee's deliberations.

5) The candidate's evaluation in student and departmental polls should be considered.

b. Evaluation of Scholarship

1) The candidate's scholarly writing and/or creative works, published and unpublished, including the Ph.D. dissertation, should be submitted to and read by the committee; even if the scholarship is outside of an individual committee member's discipline, each member should be aware of its nature.

2) All the candidate's published materials, and whatever unpublished work the candidate wishes, will be evaluated. This may include artistic work, equipment construction, library projects, or other work appropriate to the candidate's field.

3) The material to be evaluated, referred to above, must be sent out for evaluation by three outside referees with whom neither the candidate nor the department head nor any member of the ad hoc committee has close personal ties. In exceptional circumstances the Ad Hoc committee chair may request an additional reviewer with the approval of the chair of the Faculty Review Board. The ad hoc committee should present to the candidate a list of about
15 names of potential referees for the scholarly work. The candidate may comment, in writing, on the suitability of any of the referees for evaluating the work and may suggest that some names be eliminated from the list. Reasons for their unsuitability must be given and may include, for example, that the person is not in the area of the candidate's scholarship, or that the person may be a hostile referee because of extreme ideological, theoretical or philosophical differences with the candidate's work. The candidate must inform the ad hoc committee about the nature of personal or professional relationships between the candidate and any of the potential referees. The ad hoc committee has the final authority to select the referees. The candidate's comments on the list of potential referees must be part of the ad hoc committee's report. The suggested letter to referees should also contain a request for similar information about the nature of personal or professional ties. A suggested letter to be sent to referees may be found in Appendix IV.

4) The ad hoc committee should obtain testimony pertaining to the candidate's scholarship from any Union faculty member whose field is closely allied to the candidate's and in addition must interview any faculty member who wishes to volunteer such testimony.

c. Evaluation of College Service

1) The committee should evaluate the contributions to the college community listed on the candidate's resume by obtaining testimony from members of the college community with whom the candidate has worked. This should at least include chairpersons of committees on which the candidate has served and may also include faculty, staff, or students who have primary responsibilities in areas such as admissions, advising, freshman orientation, budgeting, curriculum planning, or the computer center.

2) The committee should question the candidate about additional areas of college service not listed on the resume and should evaluate these in the same manner.

3) The committee should seek from the candidate information about such community activities that may be of value to the college.

d. General Information on the Ad Hoc Report

1) The ad hoc committee's report must include the candidate's full curriculum vitae.

2) The ad hoc committee should interview the candidate near the beginning of its evaluation process and at the end of the information-gathering stage. The ad hoc committee is expected to ask the candidate those questions which may significantly affect their recommendations to the FRB. The purpose of these questions is to provide the candidate with a reasonable opportunity to respond to criticisms which may have emerged in the ad hoc committee's deliberations. The candidate has three calendar days to respond in writing to issues raised in this interview. The ad hoc committee should make every effort to interview all faculty in the
candidate's department. The ad hoc committee should solicit from the department chairperson, in writing, an evaluation of how the candidate fits current and future needs of the department.

3) Theses done under the supervision of the candidate may, at the discretion of the candidate, be submitted as evidence of teaching or scholarship.

4) In the case of candidates from the Departments of Music, Theater & Dance, and Visual Arts, compositions, concerts, exhibitions, or productions may constitute part of or the whole of a candidate's scholarship.

5) The report of the committee should include a well-delineated section on methods and procedures of the ad hoc committee. The section should clearly describe the procedures without compromising confidentiality. The section will be detached from the report and given to the candidate to review. The candidate has three calendar days to respond in writing to the procedure statement. The ad hoc committee delivers its report to the Faculty Review Board at this time. Any response by the candidate to the statement of procedures is given to the Chair of the Faculty Review Board, not the ad hoc committee. If the candidate objects to any of the procedures, the FRB will decide whether it considers it necessary to return the report to the ad hoc committee for any necessary corrections before it hears the presentation of the ad hoc committee.

The report of the ad hoc committee should include a table of contents with a detailed listing of the appendices to the report and each page of the report should be numbered.

C. The Role of the Faculty Review Board and of the Dean of the Faculty

At a later meeting or meetings to be held normally no less than three days after a meeting with the ad hoc committee, the Faculty Review Board and the Dean of the Faculty make determinations which constitute recommendations to the President as to whether the candidate should be granted or denied the status of tenure. The FRB and the Dean of the Faculty shall judge a candidate by the appropriate then-current College standards regarding teaching, scholarship, and College service. Their review shall consist of a review of the candidate's ad hoc committee report and the above-mentioned meeting with the ad hoc committee. The FRB and the Dean of the Faculty may consider any other information and reports the ad hoc committee reviewed.

The FRB and the Dean of the Faculty also have the authority to request outside review of a candidate's scholarly work as well as any other information it deems relevant, using procedures for obtaining information consistent with those required of the ad hoc committee. If any additional materials are sought or received by the FRB or by the Dean of the Faculty, such information shall be shared with both the FRB and the Dean so that the final determination made by the FRB and the Dean shall be based on the same body of information. Before the FRB and the Dean of the Faculty reach their final determination in the case, such materials shall be added to the file provided by the
ad hoc committee, and the candidate shall be given the revised list of materials in his or her file. The candidate shall be given an appropriate opportunity to respond to any perceived deficiencies, other than those already presented to the candidate by the ad hoc committee, that are raised by these materials.

If the FRB and the Dean of the Faculty make a positive determination concerning a candidate’s tenure, the Dean of the Faculty shall convey the positive recommendations to the President and the FRB shall convey findings in writing to the candidate.

If the FRB and the Dean of the Faculty make a negative determination concerning a candidate’s tenure, the FRB’s negative determination and the reasons for it shall be conveyed in writing by the Chair of the FRB to the Dean of the Faculty. The Dean shall then meet with the candidate to convey the FRB’s written statement of its determination (and the reasons for it) and to inform the candidate of the opportunities for reconsideration and appeal.

If the FRB makes a negative determination concerning a candidate’s tenure and the Dean does not concur with the determination, the Dean shall refrain from communicating his or her determination to the President until any process of reconsideration and/or appeal has been completed or until the time for requesting either has passed. The FRB’s negative determination and the reasons for it shall be conveyed in writing by the Chair of the FRB to the Dean of the Faculty. The Dean shall then meet with the candidate to convey the FRB’s written statement of its determination (and the reasons for it) and to inform the candidate of the opportunities for reconsideration and appeal.

In the event of a positive determination by the FRB followed by a negative determination by the Dean of the Faculty, the Dean shall meet with the candidate to convey the Dean’s statement, written in consultation with the FRB, of his or her determination (and the reasons for it) and to inform the candidate of the opportunities for reconsideration and appeal.

In all cases the President shall make a decision on whether the candidate should be granted or denied the status of tenure. In the case of a negative determination by the FRB or the Dean of the Faculty, the President shall make no negative decision until any process of reconsideration and/or appeal has been completed or until the time for requesting either has passed. In all cases in which the President makes a positive decision, the President shall convey such decisions to the Board of Trustees. The Board’s approval of tenure status and a tenure appointment shall be reconfirmed in writing by the Dean of the Faculty or the President and made part of the records of the College.

If the FRB or the Dean of the Faculty makes a negative determination concerning a candidate’s tenure, and if the candidate in timely fashion decides to seek reconsideration by the FRB, and/or if the candidate in timely fashion files an appeal with the Faculty Appeals Committee (FAC), or if for any other reason the President does not make a decision on the case before the expiration of the existing contract, then the Dean of the Faculty at a time subsequent to the negative determination by the FRB or the Dean of the Faculty, but before the expiration of the candidate’s contract, will give notice of termination to the candidate, and will offer the candidate a terminal one-year contract.
This notice will constitute legal notice of termination, but will not prejudice any reconsideration of the case by the FRB, any consideration of the case by the FAC, or any further consideration of the case pursuant to a recommendation to the president by the FAC, or any final decision in the case by the President.

Should the President, subsequent to such notice, make a positive decision on the case, and should his or her recommendation for tenure be approved by the Board of Trustees, the candidate will be offered a new contract superseding the terminal contract offered by the Dean of the Faculty.
IV. RECONSIDERATION AND APPEALS OF NEGATIVE DETERMINATIONS ON PRE-TENURE CONTRACT RENEWALS AND TENURE (1999/2000)

A. Procedure for Reconsideration

A faculty member may request that a determination of the Faculty Review Board (FRB) be reconsidered by the FRB on the basis of a review of procedure or a claim that information relevant to the determination was not considered by the ad hoc committee, the Reappointment Review committee, or the FRB. The request for reconsideration, together with supporting documentation, shall be directed to the Dean of the Faculty who will transmit it to the FRB. The FRB may reconsider the case upon review of the information submitted by the candidate to the FRB. All requests for reconsideration and supporting documentation concerning negative contract renewal and tenure determinations by the FRB must be initiated within fifteen (15) days of the candidate's notification of a negative determination.

A faculty member may request that a negative determination of the Dean of the Faculty following a positive recommendation by the FRB be reconsidered by the Dean of the Faculty on the basis of a review of procedure or a claim that information relevant to the determination was not considered by the ad hoc committee, the reappointment review committee, or the Dean of the Faculty. The request for reconsideration, together with supporting documentation, shall be directed to the Dean of the Faculty. The Dean of the Faculty may reconsider the case upon review of the information submitted by the candidate to the Dean of the Faculty. All requests for reconsideration and supporting documentation must be initiated within fifteen (15) days of the candidate’s notification of a negative determination.

B. Faculty Appeals Committee: Procedure

A faculty member may request the Faculty Appeals Committee (FAC) to review a negative determination of the FRB, or a negative determination by the Dean of the Faculty following a positive recommendation by the FRB by submitting a petition to the chair of the FAC. The grounds for an appeal is lack of “adequate consideration” by the FRB or by the Dean of the Faculty, as defined below.

Such a petition must be initiated within ten (10) days of the candidate's notification from the Dean of the Faculty of a negative determination by the FRB or the Dean of the Faculty, together with the reasons for that determination, unless the candidate decides to ask the FRB or the Dean of the Faculty for a reconsideration. If the candidate files a request for reconsideration, a petition to the FAC must be initiated within ten (10) days of 1) notification to the candidate by the Dean of the Faculty that the FRB has decided not to grant the request for reconsideration, together with the reasons for that decision; or 2) notification from the Dean of the Faculty that the FRB, upon reconsideration of the case, has rendered a negative determination, together with the reasons for that determination.
When the petition is received, the faculty member will be informed of the membership of the FAC (and their alternates) who will consider the petition. In the event the faculty member believes that there are valid reasons to replace a FAC member (a maximum of two members may be challenged), a written request to appoint the alternate(s) (setting forth the reasons) shall be made to the Chair of the FAC within five (5) working days of the receipt of the list. The Chair of the FAC at his or her discretion, is empowered to grant or deny the request(s).

In the event that the faculty member believes that there are valid reasons to replace the chair, any written request to appoint the alternate (setting forth reasons) shall be made (in the manner indicated above) to the person serving as the chair's alternate. The chair's alternate shall then convene a meeting which the members of the FAC other than the chair shall also attend. If two or more of the four regular members vote to grant the request, then it shall be granted.

In the case that the faculty member challenges both the chair and another member of the FAC, a written request to do so (setting forth reasons) shall be made (in the manner indicated above) to the person serving as the Chair's alternate. The Chair's alternate will first grant or deny the request regarding the challenged FAC member who is not the chair. When it has then been determined which four members other than the chair will sit on the appeal, these will then be convened by the chair's alternate to determine who shall serve as chair, according to the procedure set forth above.

After it has been determined who shall sit on the appeal, the FAC will notify the appellant of the membership, and of the appellant's right to submit any information he or she wishes to submit in support of the petition.

The FAC may at any time request any information from the appellant it deems relevant to the appeal. The FAC may set reasonable deadlines for the submission of all materials it requests from the appellant.

The function of the FAC in dealing with a petition is to decide whether the determination of the FRB or the Dean of the Faculty was the result of "adequate consideration" as defined below. In reaching this determination, the FAC will not substitute its judgment on the merits of the case for that of the FRB or the Dean of the Faculty.

If, during the course of the FAC's deliberations, questions arise concerning the interpretation of procedures as laid out in the Faculty Manual, the FAC should consult the Dean of the Faculty and the Chair of the Faculty Executive Committee. (May 2000)

The FAC shall normally interview the chair of the FRB and, at its discretion, any other member of the FRB. The FAC may, at its discretion, interview any other participant in the process. It shall have the right, at its discretion, to examine any materials reviewed by any participant in the process, and, with the permission of the Dean of the Faculty or the President, any other information deemed relevant to its investigations.
At the conclusion of the FAC's review (normally no more than six weeks after the candidate has been notified who is to serve on his or her appeal to the FAC), the FAC will submit to the President its findings and a determination either:

- That the determination of the FRB or the Dean of the Faculty was based on "adequate consideration," or
- That the determination of the FRB or the Dean of the Faculty was not based on "adequate consideration."

1. If the FAC determines that the decision was based on adequate consideration, the President shall notify the appellant of this determination, concurrently provide the appellant with a summary of the FAC's findings, and give the appellant the opportunity to submit to the President within ten (10) days of such notification a written response to the determination of the FRB and the findings of the FAC. After receipt of this response, or after expiration of ten (10) days if no response is made, the President will then make a final decision on the case.

   a. If the President accepts the FRB's negative determination on the case, the President shall notify the candidate and shall convey his or her decision to the Board of Trustees.

   b. If, in a reappointment review, the President decides that a candidate should be granted a pre-tenure contract renewal, he or she shall convey his or her decision to the Board of Trustees.

   c. If, in a tenure review, the President decides that a candidate should be granted the status of tenured, he or she shall convey his or her decision to the Board of Trustees, whose approval of tenure status shall be confirmed in writing by the Dean of the Faculty or the President, and made part of the records of the College.

2. If the FAC decides that the FRB or the Dean of the Faculty’s determination was not based on "adequate consideration," it will include in its report to the President the respects in which it believes there was not "adequate consideration," and it will submit to the President a recommendation or set of recommendations for further consideration of the case before the President makes a final decision. (In no instance shall the FAC substitute its judgment for that of the FRB or the Dean of the Faculty on the merits of a case in making a recommendation or recommendations.)

   The President will notify the candidate of any recommendation(s) of the FAC for further action, and the candidate will be given ten (10) days to respond to these recommendations. After receipt of such a response, or after the expiration of ten (10) days if no response is made, the President will notify the candidate of his or her decision to accept, reject, or modify the recommendation(s) of the FAC, and what further action, if any, will take place. The recommendation(s) of the FAC will be advisory to the President and not binding on him or her.
If, subsequently, further consideration of the merits of the case takes place by the FRB or by any other body before a final decision is made by the President, and if another negative determination is made by the FRB, or by another body, reasons for this determination shall be given to the candidate in writing, and the candidate shall have ten (10) days to respond to these reasons in writing before the President makes a final decision in the case.

a. If the President makes a negative decision on the case, the President shall notify the candidate and shall convey his or her decision to the Board of Trustees.

b. If, in the case of a reappointment review, the President decides that a candidate should be granted a pre-tenure contract renewal, he or she shall convey his or her decision to the Board of Trustees.

c. If, in the case of a tenure review, the President decides that a candidate should be granted the status of tenured, he or she shall convey his or her decision to the Board of Trustees, whose approval of tenured status shall be confirmed in writing by the Dean of the Faculty or the President, and made part of the records of the College.

"Adequate consideration" is to be interpreted as procedural in nature and requires the FAC to ask the following questions:
— Were the normal procedures conscientiously followed in the case?
— Was the determination arrived at by application of the appropriate then-current College standards?
— Was all the pertinent information bearing on the performance of the candidate available to the FRB, and was there a conscientious attempt by the FRB to examine it?
— Was the determination a bona fide exercise of professional academic judgment?

The FAC may also consider any other procedural matter it deems relevant to the case under the circumstances.
V. PROCEDURES FOR THE REVIEW OF VISITING FACULTY AND LECTURERS  
(Effective April 2, 2009)

A. Purpose for the Review

The Faculty Review Board believes that it is the responsibility of the College and the Faculty to encourage excellence regardless of the rank or possible tenure status of a faculty member. All faculty members who enjoy continued employment at the College should be periodically reviewed in order to meet our obligations to the students as well as to assist the professional development of the faculty member being reviewed. Systematic and formal communication regarding a faculty member's performance is necessary in order that faculty development can take place.

B. Review Procedures

1. Review of Visiting Faculty

All visiting faculty who have an appointment to a second year will receive the same developmental review that is given to tenure-track faculty at the end of the first year at the College. This review will consist of a report by the Chair of the Department to the Dean of the Faculty or his or her designee. The faculty member will receive a copy. The review will consist of:

— An examination of the Course Evaluation Forms including a summary and analysis of student comments and numerical data.
— A discussion of syllabi, assignments, and other teaching material.
— A report on any classroom visits made by the chair.
— A review of any information provided by the faculty member on his or her research.

Any visiting faculty member who is a candidate for a contract that extends his or her appointment beyond a third year at Union will have a formal review of his or her performance since the beginning of his or her initial contract. The review should be completed by the department chair, in consultation with the tenure-track members of the department, and submitted to the FRB. It should include:

— An examination of the Course Evaluation Forms including a summary and analysis of student comments and numerical data, an examination of course material, and a report on any classroom visits.
— A review of written work and evaluation of scholarship potential.
— Evaluation of departmental and college service.
— Evaluation of the faculty member's ability to fulfill departmental needs.
— A cover letter signed by each tenure-track member of the candidate’s department, indicating each member’s agreement or disagreement with the department chair’s request to extend the candidate’s appointment. Junior members may choose to not sign the cover letter if they wish.
The candidate must receive a copy of the final report (without any confidential material such as the signed cover letter) at least one week before it is submitted to the FRB. The candidate then has the option to attach written comments to the final report which will be forwarded to the FRB.

The FRB will be asked to determine whether or not the candidate’s performance meets then-current college standards for extending a visitor’s appointment. Visiting faculty are not eligible for tenure and therefore should not be held to the same evaluation standards that apply to those undergoing a tenure review. Teaching effectiveness should be the primary focus of this review, with secondary weight given to scholarship and lesser weight to service. Visitors who wish to gain an understanding of College-wide standards for tenure-track faculty are welcome to consult the Chair of the FRB or the Dean of Academic Departments and Programs.

If the need to appoint a visitor beyond the third year arises unexpectedly, and a formal review has not previously taken place, it must be undertaken according to the procedures designated above before the appointment is made.

If a visiting faculty member applies for another position within the College for which a search has been undertaken and a formal review has not previously taken place, the material specified in the review procedures for contracts extending beyond the third year will be collected by the department chair and made available to the search committee, the members of the department, and the Dean of the Faculty prior to consideration of the candidate.

2. Review of Lecturers (effective April 2006)

Appointments for the position of Lecturer that are made subsequent to the initial contract require a clear demonstration of teaching excellence. A review of a lecturer is required before any contract subsequent to the initial contract can be offered, and will consist of a report by the Chair of the Department, written in consultation with the tenure-track members of the department, to the Dean of Academic Departments and Programs. The review will consist of:

— An examination of the Course Evaluation Forms including a summary and analysis of students’ comments and numerical data, an examination of course material, and a report on any classroom visits.
— An evaluation of assigned co-curricular duties.
— An evaluation of departmental and college service.
— An evaluation of the faculty member's ability to fulfill departmental needs.
— A cover letter signed by each tenure-track member of the candidate’s department, indicating each member’s agreement or disagreement with the department chair’s recommendation to extend the candidate’s appointment. Junior faculty members may choose not to sign the cover letter if they wish.
Any Lecturer receiving a contract that extends service at Union beyond three years must undergo a review by the FRB. The FRB will receive the Department Chair’s review, along with copies of course evaluations. The FRB will be asked to determine whether or not the Lecturer’s teaching and service meets then-current college standards for lecturer reappointment. Scholarship is not part of a lecturer’s job description and hence is not considered in the review. The Lecturer or Senior Lecturer must be reviewed every three years thereafter, assuming continued employment at the College. A successful review is necessary but not sufficient for reappointment to a subsequent contract.
VI. PROFESSIONAL LIBRARIAN APPOINTMENTS

The 1992-93 review of librarians' status at Union College resulted in substantive changes to then-current policies regarding librarian status. The status of then-current senior tenured library faculty and junior library faculty who elected to continue in the tenure-track system remains the same as it had been prior to this review. However, the status of librarians holding administrative contracts, those junior faculty who elected to become part of the new system, and all newly hired-librarians is changed to conform with policies and procedures developed as a result of this review. These changes were effective May 14, 1993.

All librarians, both those who elected to continue in the tenure-track system and those governed by the new professional librarian system are members of the General Faculty as described in the May 1991 Union College Faculty Manual, including subsequent amendments to that document. However, those librarians who are covered by the new policies and procedures are considered members of the General Faculty without tenure-track status. They retain faculty voting privileges; eligibility for appointment to committees except those related to review of tenure-track faculty; opportunity for paid professional development leaves; access to travel, research, and development funds; and access to appropriate existing campus grievance procedures. Vacation, health, retirement, insurance and other benefits will be the same as for tenure-track library faculty. Ratings for merit increases will be determined on a triennial basis. Merit raises along with other salary increases, as determined by the College administration, are paid annually. In place of tenure-track status, there will be renewable contracts of employment, promotion evaluation procedures/criteria and discharge procedures which have been designed and implemented to meet the specific goals of professional library service. (See Appendix VI to this document for details regarding much of the above.)

Union College professional librarians are expected to hold a graduate library degree or other appropriate professional credential. They are appointed by the Dean of the Faculty and are responsible to the Director of Schaffer Library who in turn reports to the Dean. Librarian ranks for those covered by the revised system are Assistant Librarian I, Assistant Librarian II, Associate Librarian, and Librarian. As described in Appendix VI of the Faculty Manual, the personnel system for those with professional librarian appointments includes specification of criteria procedures and other provisions related to initial appointments, renewal of appointments, promotion, and merit reviews. Although criteria, procedures and other provisions differ from those governing librarians with faculty appointments, they are designed to constitute a personnel system parallel to that relating to those with faculty appointments.

All who have professional librarian appointments are entitled to academic freedom in the performance of their duties, including full freedom in research and in the publication of the results, subject to the adequate performance of other duties. In instructing students, those with professional librarian appointments are entitled to freedom of discussion but should be careful not to introduce into instruction controversial matter which has no relation to the subject of instruction or which creates an intimidating, hostile, or demeaning educational environment. When speaking or writing as a citizen, those with professional librarian appointments should be free from institutional censorship or
discipline, but the association with the College imposes special obligations. It should be remembered that the public may judge the faculty and the institution by the utterances of its members.

The College may terminate professional librarian appointments "for cause." As used in this document, "for cause" means:

— A librarian's "failure or refusal to perform" substantially all the duties required of him or her as established by the annual work plan and its related guidelines;
— A librarian's inability, due to mental or physical incapacity, to perform his or her essential job duties; or
— A librarian's "breach" of a term or condition of the policies and/or guidelines for the professional librarian.

In case of potential termination, the Director of Schaffer Library would confer with the librarian whose performance is in question, the immediate supervisor, and the Dean of the Faculty. The librarian would be notified in writing of his or her performance problem or problems and given specific directions for improving the alleged performance deficiency or efficiencies or for correcting the alleged breach. If after 30 days from written notification the librarian has not corrected the problem to the Director's satisfaction, the College may terminate the librarian "for cause."
VII. LEAVES RELATED TO PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Refer to Section I-VI for leaves related to personal reasons.

A. Sabbatical Leaves

Faculty members holding tenure-track appointments are eligible to apply for a sabbatical leave. The primary purpose of a sabbatical is to improve the faculty member's competence as a teacher-scholar at Union by involvement in activities which are normally unavailable in the regular teaching year. The activity should be chosen to provide professional growth of the individual such as by participating in a more advanced and broader scope of research; developing one's capabilities in an allied or interdisciplinary area; or engaging in a plan of study aimed at initiating a program of new research. Any teaching or consulting to be done on sabbatical must be demonstrably part of the overall plan of professional growth.

The application for sabbatical leave should provide (a) a full and clear explanation of the plan of study during leave and (b) report on the arrangements made or pending for the carrying out of that study. It should be reviewed and approved by the chair of the applicant's department and then transmitted, with a letter indicating the chair's approval, to the Dean of the Faculty. The Faculty Review Board examines the application and recommends for or against to the President who transmits recommended applications to the Board of Trustees. Since the Board must make its decision in time for a replacement, if one is needed to be engaged, faculty members should submit their applications no later than January first preceding the academic year in which the leave is to be taken.

Upon return from a sabbatical leave of absence, the faculty member is expected to submit a report of activities during the sabbatical leave to the Dean of the Faculty with whom it must be filed as part of the permanent dossier. Such a report must be filed during the year immediately following the sabbatical. A faculty member may not be considered for a sabbatical leave if the report for the previous sabbatical has not been filed.

Although treatment of claims is reported to have lacked uniformity, Revenue Ruling No. 64-176 provides in general that the expenses of a teacher for sabbatical leave travel will be deductible as ordinary and necessary business expenses only if, and to the extent that, the travel is directly related to the duties of the teacher. Anyone planning travel for the purpose of sabbatical study should obtain a copy of the ruling and confer with a local Internal Revenue official in advance of filing a claim.

1. Tenure-track junior faculty

Junior faculty may apply for a half-year sabbatical with full pay or a full-year sabbatical at half pay. This sabbatical does not affect the first sabbatical as a tenured faculty member which occurs in the seventh year, just after the completion of a successful tenure review or, if the tenure review occurs before the sixth year, during the seventh year of employment in a tenure-track position at the college. (Approved by the Board of Trustees January 13, 1993)
In special circumstances, a junior faculty member may be able to combine one of the above sabbatical leaves with an unpaid leave of absence to enable participation in a year-long research program.

**2. Regular tenured faculty (amended effective May 10, 2005)**

Tenured members of the faculty are entitled to apply in writing for a sabbatical leave equivalent to one-half of a normal load for the academic year on full salary or a full year on half salary, to be taken during their seventh year of teaching on the Union faculty after six years of full-time teaching, or the equivalent, following a tenure decision or a previous sabbatical leave. Alternatively, one may apply for a one-term (2 course) sabbatical leave on full salary after three years of full-time teaching, or the equivalent, following a tenure decision or a previous sabbatical leave. The sabbatical clock will normally restart with the year following the year of the leave.

Chairs of departments try to work out a rotating schedule of sabbaticals, so that no department will be severely handicapped during any particular year by the absence of faculty members on sabbatical leave. Normally the department chair will only replace a faculty member on a one-term leave if absolutely necessary and, in that case, only with adjuncts. Since the purpose of a sabbatical leave is to improve the faculty member's competence as a teacher-scholar at Union, the College expects that anyone granted sabbatical leave will return to teach here for at least one year after termination of the leave.

The College recognizes that, on occasion, circumstances may force a faculty member to change plans after they have been approved. In such situations the faculty member shall notify the Dean of the Faculty and obtain approval for the changed plans. The Dean may consult the FRB before approving such a change in plans. Time spent on leaves of absence without salary normally does not count towards the six (or three in the alternate option outlined above) years of full-time teaching required for sabbatical leave. A faculty member may not apply for a sabbatical leave immediately following a leave of absence. Exceptions to this policy must be approved by the Dean of the Faculty in consultation with the FRB.

**B. Leaves without Pay for Professional Development**

A faculty member may request through the Dean of the Faculty a leave of absence without pay for not more than one year to pursue research that will enhance professional development. In general, a faculty member should request such a leave before January 1 for the following academic year so that the College may review its personnel needs. If leave is granted, the College assumes that the faculty member will return to Union College the year following the leave unless the faculty member notifies the College to the contrary before February 1 of the academic year on leave.

A leave of absence without pay normally does not count towards establishing eligibility for a sabbatical. Consideration of salary increases while a faculty member is on leave depends upon the
extent to which the leave enhances his or her service to the College. The College wishes to remind the faculty that the Flexible Benefit Program covers faculty on leave only when they are engaged in full-time study for an advanced degree or actively working in the field of education or pursuing research under a foundation or government grant. The Flexible Benefit Program may be continued, provided the individual pays the full cost. Reimbursement for the College's contribution portion will be made upon the resumption of teaching. The Core Benefit portion of the program will continue to be paid by the College. The College does not make any contribution to the pension plan while the faculty member is on leave. Faculty going on leave who have children in college and are receiving financial assistance from Union toward tuition costs elsewhere should inform the Dean of the Faculty's Office of their plans and, when they return to Union, apply retroactively for this fringe benefit for the year of the leave.

For those faculty on leave who remain in Schenectady, the College makes available office space, laboratory space, and other facilities (including services) so far as they are not needed for the normal operation of the College. Priority for such needs goes to faculty on active status. Requests should be forwarded by the department chair to the Dean of the Faculty's Office.

C. Leaves of Absence for Winners of Prestigious Grants

Faculty who win prestigious grants that contribute to their professional development and bring favorable notice to the College may apply to the Dean of the Faculty for salary and benefits, as outlined below. The Dean of Faculty will determine which grants are “prestigious grants”. Approval of all leaves of absence will continue to be at the discretion of the Board of Trustees upon recommendation of the President.

Salary
A faculty member may apply to the Dean of the Faculty for a salary supplement in order to maintain full or partial salary during the leave. More lead time will increase the likelihood that a salary supplement can be approved; ideally, the faculty member will apply for any supplement before the grant application is submitted. Approval of a salary supplement depends on the frequency with which the faculty member has received paid leaves, the ability of the faculty member’s department, associated programs, and the College to staff courses in the faculty member’s absence given financial resources, the amount of salary supplement requested, and the prestige of the grant. Adjustment of sabbatical schedule to delay the next sabbatical can ease the resource impact on the College of a salary supplement, thereby increasing the supplement’s feasibility. A faculty member who receives a salary supplement is obligated, as with sabbatical leaves, to file a report upon return with the Dean of the Faculty summarizing the leave and to return to the College for at least one year following the leave.

Benefits
A faculty member may apply to the Dean of the Faculty for continuation of all or specific College benefits during the leave. Eligible benefits include the Flexible Benefit Program, the Retirement Plan, Tuition Program, and other benefits provided to employees as per the eligibility requirements.
of the College. Approval is contingent on the same factors described in the salary section above, as well as on the feasibility of approving requests involving unusual circumstances. Faculty members who apply for continued benefits will be responsible for their share of contribution while the College contributes its portion. If a faculty member were not to return to the College, he or she would be required to reimburse the College for its contribution. Faculty who are granted continuation of benefits are subject to all changes in benefits policy that occur while on leave.

Please note that current legal requirements do not allow Union to make retirement contributions on the basis of salary that Union is not paying. Contributions that would have been made to the retirement plan on the basis of any external income will be paid to the faculty member as taxable income. As always, the faculty member has the option to direct otherwise taxable income to the retirement plan up to the statutory maximum. Arrangements to do this in advance of income payments should be made with Human Resources.
VIII. OUTSIDE WORK

The fundamental obligation of the faculty member is to Union College and the College regards its contract as one for engaged employment. Recognizing the value of faculty services to the larger community and the value of "work in the field" to faculty members, the College generally allows outside work for no more than the equivalent of one full day's time each week during the academic year (September through June) for full-time employees.

Outside work approval is required for any arrangement with an external organization including, but not limited to, corporations, individuals, firms, organizations or other institutions of higher education when:

- The faculty member teaches at another institution, OR
- The faculty member is compensated, either directly or indirectly, for one or more engagements for which the total time exceeds the equivalent of ten (10) full days during the academic year (September through June), OR
- The faculty member’s outside work is such that College resources (time, supplies, equipment, facilities, etc.) are used for gain other than to benefit Union College when the work is performed. Infrequent, incidental use of College resources is permitted. Questions of appropriate use of resources can be directed to Academic Affairs, OR
- The faculty member’s outside work with the external organization presents a potential or actual conflict of interest with Union College activities or responsibilities. A "conflict of interest" may take various forms but arises when any member of the faculty is in a position to influence the College's decisions in a way that could lead to personal gain by a faculty member or a faculty member's close relative(s), or give improper advantage to others to the College's detriment; consultation with the Dean of the Faculty is welcomed.

Faculty members must seek approval from their Department Chair and the Dean of the Faculty prior to the start of any arrangement by following the guidelines established by the Dean of the Faculty office. Arrangements that fall under the definition of outside work but have been approved by an academic dean through other established procedures (e.g. grants, teaching while on sabbatical) need not obtain additional outside work approval.

For any approved outside work, the College expects that:

- Outside work will be such that it will contribute to a faculty member's professional development.
- Outside work cannot in any way interfere with the full and punctual fulfillment of a faculty member's responsibilities to the College (e.g. teaching, research, advising, service, committee work, etc.).
- The College's name is not to be used other than to identify the faculty member as an employee of the College.
- Faculty members reimburse the College for the full market value for significant use, repair, or maintenance of any equipment, supplies, or facilities used in the outside work arrangement. Consultation or approval from the VP of Finance and Administration may be required.
- Faculty members report to the Dean of the Faculty, by August 31st, any changes in assumptions or actual time work for approved outside work.
IX. PROCEDURES FOR DISMISSAL AND SANCTIONS

In the effective college, a dismissal proceeding involving a faculty member on tenure, or one occurring during the term of an appointment, will be a rare exception, caused by individual human weakness and not by an unhealthful setting. When it does come, however, the college must be preserved during the process of resolving the trouble. The faculty must be willing to recommend the dismissal of a colleague when necessary. By the same token, the presidents and the governing boards must be willing to give due consideration to a faculty judgment favorable to the colleague.

Adapted from the "1958 Statement on Procedural Standards in Faculty Dismissal Proceedings," p. 11, AAUP Policy Documents and Reports. 9th ed.

A. Termination of Faculty Appointments

A faculty appointment with indefinite tenure will terminate only if and when one of the following circumstances occurs: (1) retirement; (2) resignation; (3) death; (4) commencement of an accepted superseding appointment (e.g., upon promotion from associate professor to professor, or upon entering on a permanent position at another institution); (5) dismissal for cause, upon one or more of the grounds stated in Dismissal for Cause and Other Sanctions and subject to compliance in good faith with the procedures specified there; (6) determination that the number of faculty members must be reduced as a result of good faith discontinuance or reduction in size of all or part of a program, department, or other segment of College operations; such discontinuance or reduction will be implemented only after consideration of the educational, economic, and other relevant aspects of the decision by the Academic Affairs Council and Planning and Priorities, and shall include the Board of Trustees' review; an effort will be made to ease any dislocation experienced by the faculty members involved.

A faculty appointment without indefinite tenure will terminate before the expiration of its term only if and when one of the circumstances stated in items (1) through (6) inclusive as listed above occurs: otherwise it will terminate upon the expiration of the term of appointment without reappointment or promotion.

Authority: Termination of appointment (other than by death or resignation) is made by the Board of Trustees acting upon a recommendation by the President.

B. Dismissal for Cause and Other Sanctions

1. Dismissal for Cause

A person holding a faculty appointment with or without indefinite tenure may be dismissed for cause from employment by the college only on one or more of the following grounds:

a. substantial and continuing neglect of duties;
b. demonstrable incompetence;

c. acts of moral turpitude or sexual harassment, or harassment based on age, color, disability, ethnicity or national origin, gender, race, religion, sexual orientation, or sex; (On "moral turpitude" the standard is not that the moral sensibilities of persons in the particular community have been affronted. The standard is behavior that would evoke condemnation by the academic community generally. AAUP Policy Documents and Reports, 9th ed., "1940 Statement of Principles on Academic Freedom and Tenure, 1970 Interpretive Comments #9: p.7.)

d. egregious conduct that places the institution or members of the College community in substantial danger to life, welfare, or well-being; (See FM II on Academic Freedom)

e. persistent and willful violation of standards of faculty conduct; these standards are set forth in the preceding Statement of Ethics and the Consensual Relation Policy (FM II).

To consider whether to dismiss or otherwise discipline a faculty member for cause, the duly constituted senior members of the Faculty Review Board (as provided in the section entitled Faculty Review Board Procedure) must make a finding as to whether or not the action is justified and whether or not sufficient cause exists based on one or more of the grounds listed above, and these findings must have been arrived at by following in good faith the procedures prescribed in the section on Procedure detailed below. Regardless of whether or not the finding recommended dismissal or other disciplinary measures, these findings must be submitted to the President in a written report. If the recommended sanction is not dismissal, the President makes a decision; if the sanction is dismissal, the President informs the Board of Trustees for final action.

A dismissal becomes effective when notice of the final decision of the Board of Trustees is given to the dismissed faculty member by the President in writing by first-class mail to his or her last known home address. The dismissed faculty member shall continue to receive his or her salary, at the rate in effect immediately before the date of the decision of the Board of Trustees until the earliest of: (a) the end of the current term; (b) the commencement of other employment. If, however, the President upon the recommendation of the senior members of the Faculty Review Board finds that egregious conduct by the faculty member (as defined above) has been established, and the Board of Trustees concurs, the dismissed faculty member shall not be entitled to receive any salary after the dismissal has become effective.

2. Sanctions

Sanctions other than dismissal may be imposed on a faculty member only on the same grounds listed in the above subsection on Dismissal for Cause, when it is determined the grounds for the charges are not of such a gravity or such a nature as to merit dismissal. Such sanctions may be imposed by the President upon reviewing the findings of the senior members of the Faculty Review Board arrived at by following in good faith the procedures prescribed in the subsection of Procedure.
Sanctions that may be imposed in this manner include, but are not limited to: reduction in salary; embargo on the consideration of salary increases for a specified period of time; prohibition of proposing through the College some or all sponsored research or other grants for a specified period of time; censure; public apology to the college community.

When the very nature of the sanction requires disclosure (e.g., censure, public apology), the disclosure shall be made only to the extent strictly required. However, the fact that a sanction has been imposed, and the grounds therefore, documented by the report of the senior members of the Faculty Review Board, shall be made known to those directly participating in any appointment or tenure decision process for the sanctioned faculty member, and the nature and the gravity of the established charges leading to the sanction are a legitimate consideration in formulating recommendations regarding the appointment or tenure decision as well as in making the decision itself.

C. Procedure

1. Initiation and Inquiry

When the Dean of the Faculty becomes aware of facts giving rise to a violation that could result in a procedure aimed at dismissing a faculty member for cause or at imposing other sanctions on him or her, the Dean of the Faculty and/or the Dean's designated representative from the College community shall conduct an investigation and may consult with the faculty member about whom the complaint was made. If the result of such a conversation does not resolve the issue of the violation to the satisfaction of the Dean of the Faculty, the Dean of the Faculty (or a designated representative from the College community) may consult with the Chair and the Secretary of the Faculty Executive Committee and the Chief Diversity Officer. These three officers shall review the findings with the Dean (or the Dean's designated representative) and meet with the faculty member about whom the complaint was made. At the conclusion of the review, an attempt to resolve the matter to the satisfaction of the Dean of the Faculty will be sought.

If no resolution is achieved, the Dean of the Faculty will initiate the procedure by communicating to the faculty member in writing a summary statement of the grounds on which a dismissal for cause or the imposition of another sanction is sought, as well as the specific nature of the proposed sanction, and advising the faculty member of the procedure to be followed and of the options available to him or her.

2. Suspension

If evidence leading the Dean of the Faculty to initiate a procedure for the dismissal for cause of a faculty member appears to the Dean of the Faculty to involve egregious conduct as defined in the subsection of Dismissal for Cause, the Dean of the Faculty may, when initiating the procedure or at any later time during the procedure, suspend the faculty member with pay continued pending the outcome of the final decision. The suspension shall become effective upon notification in writing to the faculty member. The senior members of the Faculty Review Board shall be informed of the
suspension. The Dean of the Faculty may revoke a suspension at any time. If not revoked earlier, a suspension shall remain in effect until the final disposition of the initiated procedure.

3. Statement of Charges

If, after initial inquiry and consultation, the Dean of the Faculty has decided to continue the initiated procedure, he or she shall communicate to the faculty member in writing a statement of charges, which is a formal statement specifying: the grounds upon which dismissal for cause or the imposition of sanctions is sought; the particular charges made on those grounds; the proposed sanction(s) (dismissal for cause or another specific sanction); the detailed procedure to be followed; and the procedural rights accorded to the faculty member.

If the charges in a procedure for dismissal for cause involve egregious conduct, as defined in Dismissal for Cause, the statement of charges shall include a declaration to this effect, whether the Dean of the Faculty has, in consequence of these charges, suspended the faculty member or not.

The statement of charges shall, in particular, inform the faculty member that a hearing on the charges will be conducted by the senior members of the Faculty Review Board at a specified time and place. The time of the hearing shall be set no earlier than thirty days nor later than forty-five days after the communication of the statement of charges, unless the Chair of the Faculty Review Board arranges a reasonable extension of the latter time that is agreeable to the Dean of the Faculty and the faculty member.

No later than ten days before the date set for the hearing, the faculty member should respond in writing to the statement of charges, in order to answer the charges made there.

4. Faculty Review Board Procedure

The following procedures will be followed by the five senior members only of the Faculty Review Board. A Board member shall be recused from participation in the Board’s review, discussion, and vote of individual cases from his or her home department. If the faculty member under investigation is himself or herself a member of the Faculty Review Board, he or she shall be recused from the case. If a faculty member wishes to recuse himself or herself from a case, he or she may consult with the Chair and the Secretary of the Faculty Executive Committee (FEC) who will determine if recusal is appropriate. If the faculty member under investigation wishes to ask a member of the Faculty Review Board to recuse himself or herself, that faculty member will make the request to the Chair and Secretary of the FEC who will determine if the request is justified and the recusal appropriate. In all such cases covered here, if a current senior member is recused or otherwise unable to serve, a previous corresponding member of the Faculty Review Board (from the appropriate division or “at large”) will act in his or her stead. If no corresponding former member of the FRB is available to serve, the FRB Chair, in consultation with the Chair and Secretary of the FEC, will select a corresponding senior faculty member to serve in this capacity.
The Dean of the Faculty shall promptly provide the Faculty Review Board with the statement of charges and his or her report presenting the results of the Dean's investigation including but not limited to witness statements and the faculty member's response to the charges. The Board shall begin its examination of the case by considering these documents. The deliberation by the Faculty Review Board shall be based on the evidence submitted by the Dean of the Faculty and the faculty member. The evidence may include written documentation and oral testimony by witnesses presented either by the Dean of the Faculty or the faculty member.

The Faculty Review Board may have access to the College counsel to assist it in establishing the procedures for conducting the hearing. The hearing must be private. If any facts are in dispute, the testimony of witnesses and other evidence concerning the charges in the Dean of the Faculty's statement of charges shall be presented at the hearing.

The Dean of the Faculty or a College officer of the Dean's choice may attend the hearing in person, and the Dean may designate a representative from the College community to assist in developing the case. The Faculty Review Board, however, conducts the questioning of witnesses, and controls the course of the hearing.

The faculty member shall have the option of having a member of the College community present as an adviser. The role of the adviser will be limited to consulting with the accused in the course of the hearing. The adviser will not be permitted to represent (speak for, take the place of, etc.) the faculty member during the hearing, or question witnesses. The Faculty Review Board shall assist the faculty member, if necessary, in securing the attendance of witnesses at the hearing. The faculty member, as well as the Dean of the Faculty or the Dean's representative, shall have the right, within reasonable limits set by the Faculty Review Board, to question all witnesses testifying in support of charges. When a witness is unable to appear at the hearing, a sworn deposition, made in the presence of the faculty member and the Dean of the Faculty or the Dean's representative, who shall have the right to question the witness, may be admitted as evidence. All the evidence admitted shall be duly recorded, and a transcript of the hearing shall be prepared. The transcript shall include all documents submitted in the course of the hearing.

In the hearing of a charge of incompetence, the testimony shall include that of qualified faculty members from Union or other institutions of higher education selected by the Dean of the Faculty in consultation with the Faculty Review Board.

The Faculty Review Board shall not be bound by strict rules of legal evidence and may admit any evidence that is of probative value in resolving the issues involved. Every possible effort shall be made to obtain the most reliable evidence available. The findings of fact and the recommendation shall be based solely on the evidence that is presented at the hearing.

5. Faculty Review Board Recommendation

Following a hearing, the Faculty Review Board shall weigh the information and evidence and, after deliberation, shall prepare a reasoned statement of opinion that is a recommendation to the President.
in the form of a written report containing both the Faculty Review Board's findings and its recommendations as to whether or not the sanction(s) is justified. This recommendation, together with information and evidence, shall be communicated to the President, and the faculty member. The President, after reading the report, shall form a decision and inform the Board of Trustees.

On each of the charges contained in the Dean of the Faculty's statement of charges, the Faculty Review Board shall decide (a) whether it finds that the charge is contained within one or more of the grounds listed in the Dismissal for Cause and Other Sanctions, and (b) whether it concurs in the Dean's finding that the charges have been arrived at by following in good faith the specified procedures (outlined in the section Initiation and Inquiry).

An affirmative opinion is reached if at least three of the five senior members of the Faculty Review Board agree that the charge is contained within one or more of the grounds listed in the Dismissal for Cause and Other Sanctions, and concur in the Dean's finding that the charges have been arrived at by following in good faith the specified procedures (outlined in the section Initiation and Inquiry).

If the Faculty Review Board concurs in the disposition proposed by the Dean of the Faculty, viz., dismissal for cause or some other specific sanction, it may decide to make a reasoned proposal of a sanction the same as, more severe, or less severe than that proposed by the Dean as it deems appropriate to the case.

6. The President's Decision

The President shall accept in whole, accept in part, or reject the finding and recommendations of the Faculty Review Board, and impose the proposed sanctions or impose the sanctions he or she deems appropriate. The President shall present his or her decision in writing, setting forth the grounds for said decision. If the Dean of the Faculty and the Faculty Review Board have proposed different sanctions or no sanctions, the President will impose whichever he or she considers more appropriate unless the sanction to be imposed is dismissal. In that case, the President will seek the approval of the Board of Trustees in accord with the provisions of Sanctions.

D. Appeal for Reconsideration

If dismissal or other severe sanction is recommended, the President will, on request of the faculty member, transmit to the Board of Trustees the transcript of the case. In addition, the faculty member is entitled to present a written argument to the Board of Trustees. The Board of Trustees' review will be based on the record of the hearing of the Faculty Review Board and the written argument of the faculty member, if it is presented. The decision of the President will either be sustained or the Board of Trustees may make a reasoned determination for a less severe sanction or exonerate the faculty member.

E. Communications and Notifications
All communications and notifications addressed to any person by the President or by the Faculty Review Board regarding or related to a procedure aimed at the dismissal for cause of, or the imposition of other sanctions on, a faculty member shall be made in writing by first-class mail to the faculty member's last known home address.

F. Records

If the final disposition of the case is the imposition of a sanction other than dismissal for cause, the documents pertaining to the case including the statement of charges, the final Faculty Review Board Report, and the final decision shall be made part of the faculty member's personnel record.

Summary of the established charges shall be disclosed only to the extent strictly necessary. The availability of information on the imposition of a sanction to the persons directly involved in making recommendations on appointment and tenure decisions regarding sanctioned faculty members is provided for in Sanctions and Records.

If a public statement about a case is made by the faculty member concerned or by any other person while the proceedings are still in progress or after they are concluded, the President shall have the right to a public reply.
X. FACULTY RESIGNATIONS

In the event that a faculty member decides to resign, the following procedures should be observed:

— **Resignation before May 1 to accept a position in the forthcoming academic year.**

  Unless a faculty member has been notified by December 15 that an appointment is terminal, the faculty member should not consider a position elsewhere without first informing the department head of an interest in another position. The College recognizes that a faculty member may well become aware of a teaching opportunity which represents a professional advancement which should be seriously considered, but it is a matter of courtesy to alert the department head to the possibility and to confer before accepting any firm offer. Acceptance of another position requires a release from an appointment at Union College and a formal letter of resignation addressed to the Dean of the Faculty who, after consultation with the President, will acknowledge the action taken.

— **Resignation after May 1 to accept a position in the forthcoming academic year.**

  Colleges, including Union, have generally accepted the understanding that after May 1 a faculty member should honor the contract for a coming academic year unless an emergency makes an exception reasonable. If a faculty member is approached by an irresistible opportunity, the department head and the Dean of the Faculty should immediately be notified and the dean or head of the other institution or agency should be requested to confer with the Dean at Union before any further negotiations occur. This procedure prevents any misunderstanding which might prejudice the future appointments of the faculty member. Acceptance of another position requires a release from an appointment at Union College and a formal letter of resignation addressed to the Dean of the Faculty who, after consultation with the President, will acknowledge the action taken.
XI. SALARY INCREASES AND MERIT AWARDS

A. Salary Increases

1. Procedures

   a. Each faculty member submits an annual written report of professional activities over the past year to the department head and to the Dean of the Faculty.

   b. Every faculty member is evaluated every third year by the department head. Each faculty member is evaluated on (1) the quality and effectiveness of teaching; (2) research, scholarly activities and publications; and (3) service, i.e., contributions to the department, the college and wider community. This evaluation is made available to the Faculty Review Board.

      1) In evaluating the quality of an individual's teaching, the department head uses such criteria as:
         — the department's appraisals of the individual's course standards, syllabi, examinations, written exercises;
         — classroom visits by senior faculty;
         — the students' evaluations;
         — a written statement of goals and achievements by the instructor.

      2) In evaluating the quality of research and scholarly activity, the department head shall use such criteria as:
         — the distinction of the individual's published and unpublished works;
         — the impact of research on teaching; and
         — evidence of increasing scholarly maturity.

      3) In evaluating the collegial contribution of a faculty member, the department head shall consider, among other criteria:
         — participation in seminars, colloquia and scholarly discussions;
         — assistance given to colleagues in methodology, critiques, bibliographical recommendations, etc.;
         — participation on college and departmental committees.

   c. Procedures for evaluation of the faculty for salary increases are developed by the Dean of the Faculty and the Faculty Review Board. Copies of these procedures are available through the Dean's office or from the Chair of the Faculty Review Board.

B. Procedure for Triennial Merit

1. Approximately one-third of the faculty is evaluated each year for triennial merit. New faculty members subject to merit review enter the cohort that is evaluated in the fourth year of the faculty member’s tenure-track or lecturer appointment. Years of service as a visitor do not count towards
merit evaluation. Leaves of absence do not alter cohort assignment or review schedule. The merit system permits rebalancing of the merit cohorts. If this is done, the Faculty Compensation Committee’s recommendation for the rebalancing process will be sought.

2. The Chairs of the departments will review the annual merit evaluations for the previous three years and write a triennial merit evaluation.

3. The department chair and the faculty member will discuss the contents of the recommendation. Upon request, all of the background material used in arriving at the evaluation or recommendation will be made available to the faculty member.

4. If they are unable to agree on the recommendation, the faculty member may prepare a written statement, together with any appropriate supporting documents, setting forth the disagreement with respect to the evaluation or recommendation. That statement is submitted to the department head.

5. The department head's and the faculty member's respective reports and statements are forwarded to the chair of the FRB and the Dean of the Faculty.

6. The FRB will consider the chairs' merit recommendations and submit its recommendations to the Dean of the Faculty. The final decision about and responsibility for the triennial merit awards rests with the Dean of the Faculty.
XII. CONTRACT RENEWALS

Renewal contracts following positive Presidential decisions in reappointment reviews normally shall be for three years unless financial exigency or the necessity to eliminate the teaching position in question arises. In these cases the contract will terminate at the end of either the first or second year, provided only that notification of termination be given to the incumbent no later than March 1st of the first academic year of service at Union or December 15th of the second academic year of service (or, if the appointment expires within the academic year, not later than six months before the date of expiration), or not later than twelve months before the date of termination for those who have held appointments at Union two or more years.

All contracts are subject to the right of the Trustees to terminate them summarily for malfeasance or non-feasance or other adequate cause, duly adjudicated.